Name: ______________________________

**Measurement Word Problems (cm, mm, m)**

**Directions:** Solve the word problems.

1. An ant is 17mm longer than a bee. The bee is 34mm. How long is the ant?

2. A 75cm string has 37cm cut off for a craft. How long is the string now?

3. An 8m piece of steel is cut into 4 equal sections. How long is each section?
**ANSWER KEY**

1. An ant is 17mm longer than a bee. The bee is 34mm. How long is the ant? **51mm**

2. A 75cm string has 37cm cut off for a craft. How long is the string now? **38cm**

3. An 8m piece of steel is cut into 4 equal sections. How long is each section? **2m**